Week Ending: September 27, 2019

Top Stories This Week
Google Scores Major Victory In E.U. ‘Right To Be Forgotten’ Case
The European Union’s top court ruled Tuesday that Google does not have to extend the E.U.’s “right
to be forgotten” rules to search results worldwide, handing the U.S. tech giant a major win as it comes
under increasing scrutiny from European regulators. (washingtonpost.com)

IBM Says It’s Open To Working With Facebook On Digital Currency
IBM is open to working with Facebook on its digital currency efforts, an executive at the company told
CNBC. (cnbc.com)

Products & Services
GM Calls On Alexa To Give Vehicles More Skills
General Motors Co will enable U.S. owners of 2018 and newer model vehicles to download
Amazon.com’s Alexa digital assistant software to control navigation, streaming media and phones
starting next year, the companies said on Wednesday. (reuters.com)

Microsoft To Add More AI-Infused Apps And Features To Dynamics 365
Microsoft is adding new applications and features to its Dynamics 365 CRM and ERP portfolio,
officials announced today, September 23. (zdnet.com)

Emerging Technology
These Robots Literally Just Flap Their Wings. That's It. But The Army Loves Them.
Robots have a couple typical components: motors, actuators, legs, and wheels, to name a few.
(popularmechanics.com)

Porsche Wants To Take Passengers On A Virtual Reality Experience
Remember when cars with built-in rear seat entertainment were the coolest? (cnet.com)

Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
Vista Equity Partners Buys Acquia For $1B
Vista Equity Partners, which likes to purchase undervalued tech companies and turn them around for
a hefty profit, has purchased web content management and digital experience company Acquia in a
deal valued at $1 billion. (techcrunch.com)
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Industry Reports
Aspen Group Against 5G Technology Wants City’s Attention
5G technology is on track to debut in Aspen next spring under a cloud of skepticism from a group of
locals who contend it will harm the environment and pose health risks. (aspentimes.com)

How Pharma Will Soon Use Blockchain To Track Your Drugs
The pharmaceutical industry in the U.S. is under the regulatory gun to bolster its ability to accurately
track and trace the drugs it manufactures and ships to store shelves and healthcare facilities.
(computerworld.com)
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